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Application of Box Splines 
to the Approximation of Sobolev Spaces 
JAN KKZYSZTOF K~WALSKI 
1. INTRO~LJ~TI~N 
1.1. Contents of the Paper 
The aim of this paper is the construction of an approximation of Sob01e~~ 
spaces We by some spaces of discrete functions. The approximation 
built here is analogous to the finite element approximation of the spaces 
Hm( R’) presented by Aubin [ 11. 
The following definition of an approximation of a Banach space X 
is used. Let us assume that H’ is a set possessing an accumuiation 
point denoted by 0 and that H= H”‘,{Oj-. The system is(X, p, r) = 
[(A’{,, ph7 ~~~~~~~~~~ is called a convergent approximation of X if X,, are 
Banach spaces normed by /) I/ ,,, p,, : X, --+ X (prolongation) and I’), : X-+ Xii: 
(restriction) are linear operators, and 
the approximation is called stable if 
X>OV~EHVZ~EX,, I/phzi//,y>K~lu!~l,. (1.3) 
The construction of an approximation of spaces We presented here 
is based on the concept of discrete and integral partitions of unity, The 
partition of unity is built by the use of multivariate box sphnes, defined by 
dc Boor and Hiillig [2]. It is observed that the functions TT+,) and Q,,,:) 
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The first section contains definitions of box splines and of the spaces of 
mesh functions which are used as the approximating spaces X,. In the 
second section an approximation of W;(W) is defined. It is shown that 
this approximation is bounded and convergent-that is, it satisfies condi- 
tions (l.l), (1.2)-and that the rate of convergence depends on the moduli 
of continuity of the given function. The necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the stability of the approximation are given. Last, we present an exam- 
ple of the application of such a method to the approximate solution of an 
eigenvalue differential problem. 
Section 3 contains the proofs of all the results from Section 2. 
1.2. Notation 
The set of all positive real numbers is denoted by R,, and the set of 
nonnegative integers by Z +. A vector XE IR” is written as the column 
(X 1, . . . . xy. If X,~EW,ZEW+, then 1x1, is the I,-norm of x, 1x1 = 
Ixl’,x~y=(x,) ,, . . . . x,.Y,)~, x/z= (x,/z,, . . . . x,/z,)‘, and if XE R” and 
ZEISS, or XEZ’, and ZEW then 
The symbol ei denotes the unit vector of the ith axis; e is the sum of all 
vectors e;. 
The spaces L,(W), Lp(.Rs)‘Oc, W~(rW~j, Iv~(RsjlOc (wzEZ,, 1 <p< X) 
are defined as usual. The symbols Lp(Rs)6, We, denote the subsets 
of L&R”) and We consisting of all functions which vanish out of a 
bounded set. The norm in L,(W) is denoted by 11 .]Jp, and the norm and 
seminorms in W:(W) are given by 
with the usual extension for the case p = m. The moduli of continuity are 
defined as follows (cf. [4]): if fe Lp( BY), t > 0, r E Z +, then 
Wr(L f) = supi Il~‘b)fll,: I4 G f>, 
where 
(d’(z)f)(x)= i (-l)r-‘~(:;)fr+nz), x, z E R”; 
n=O 
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m,(t, ul”tf) = 
2 
1.3. Mesk 
Let us now define the mesh on R’ and some spaces of mesh functions. 
Let NC W+ be a bounded set of parameters with 0 as a point of densizy. 
For fixed h E H, the mesh on R’ is the set 
The space of all functions u: 5%;; -+ A (where A is a linear space) is denoted 
by nz(W;, -4), n~(lR;z)=m(R;z, R). The set of mesh functions vanishing out of 
a finite set is denoted by vz(tR~, A),. The operators of finite differences: 2” 
and 2” (k E ZS, ), are delined in the following way: if u E m( iw;; I A 1, x E Ryz, 
then 
?“u(x) = I?-” C 
O<:iGk 






The following spaces of mesh functions are considered: 
LP( Rj,)-the set of all u E m( R’,) such that the number 
In this section, box spline functions, which will be used to construct an 
approximafion of We, are defined. As in [3], let X= (XI, . . . . 2) be a 
set of vectors from R’ (not necessarily distinct), let 
(X) = span X= R”, 
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and let the number d(X) be defined by 
d(X) = max{m: for all Y c X, 1 YI = m implies (X\, Y) = 58”) 
(where ) Y] is the cardinality of Y). The multivariate box spline B, is the 
function satisfying the identity 
JR5 B,(X) f(x j d.y = jJn f( XZ) dz (where I= [0, 11) (1.4) 
for everyfE C( UP) (X is identified with the matrix [x’, . . . . x”]). 
We use the following matrices in our study: 
E, = [e,, . . . . e,, ez, . . . . e2, . . . . e,, . . . . es] (kEP+). 
-vvv - 
h x-2 ks 
For the purpose of constructing an approximation of the space We, 
we introduce the following classes of matrices: 
Let us observe that y0 = (Xc Z”: (X) = R’) and if nz > 0 then the matrix 
X\E,, (consisting of an arbitrary number of columns) has at least one 
nonzero element in each row. As an example, the functions ,LQ,~, and 
rc,,, r ,, used by Aubin [ 1) to build an approximation of H”( RX), are box 
splines generated by the matrices E,,,, v e and Et,, + l,E = E,, u E,, respec- 
tively. These matrices belong to yi,,. 
It follows from the results presented by Dahmen and Micchelli in [3] 
that B, belongs to C d(X)P ‘(R’). In the same way it can be proved that 
BxE wy’(lR”),. (1.5) 
2. FORMULATION OF RESULTS 
In this section an approximation of L,,(R’) and IV,“l(lFP) is constructed. 
In Section 2.1 the operators of restriction and prolongation which satisfy 
conditions (1.1) and (1.2) if X= LP( R’) are constructed. In the next section 
the box splines are applied to the construction of an approximation 
of IVT(RI), Section 2.3 contains the conditions for stability of the 
approximation. Last, in Section 2.4 an example of an application of the 
approximation is presented. 
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2.1. Approximation of L,( KY) 
Let A and B be functions from L,( Rs)6 and let us define the operators 
p/f:n~(iW~,)~L,(1W’)‘“‘,r,:‘:L,([W”)’””-tm(R;l) by theformulas 
for each u E M( lf2;) and almost every x E 52’: 
for each f E LI(R’)‘Oc, IE Z”. 
THEOREM 1. Le! A,BEL,(R’),: l<p<x. If fE L,(R’j tt;ea; 
r,:‘-f~ L,( IRT!); jf u E LJ&) then pfu E LJR’), and 
llr,?fll, G Cl llf IIP’ llP3411p 6 cz l/d!p~ l2,3’! x I 
Thus, condition (1.1 j from the definition of the approximation is fuElled. 
To obtain the convergence, we need more assumptions concerning the 
functions A, B. Let us define the sets 
& = BE L,z( lQz)6 : 1 B(.u + 1) = 1 for almost every x E W 
(EZd 
If ;4 EZ, BE$$, then pfl = 1, r$1 = 1, and therefore the elements of ,Y4 
and # are called the discrete and integral partitions of unity. It is shown 
in Section 3.5 that 
YdCZ. (2.4) 
As an example of a function from pdpd, a box spiine can be taken, since (as 
follows from the Corollary to Proposition 3 in [Z]) 
if XE YO then B, E .9$. (2.3 j 
if, moreover, 
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(where l7,(W) is the set of all polynomials of degree not greater than r), then 
(2.8) 
It is shown in Lemma 3 that there exist functions A and B satisfying 
condition (2.7). 
2.2. Approximation of W:( UT) 
The construction of the approximation of W~(rW’) is done with box 
splines. If XE~,:,, then, following properties (1.5) and (2.5), BYePd and 
pBxu E Wc( IF). The following notation will be used: 
if X E yO then pf = p?; 
ifX=Eku YthenB,,-=B,,p:‘=pp. 
(2.9) 
Let us now formulate two lemmas which allow us to build an approxima- 
tion of Wpm([w’). 
LEMMA 1. Let j, k E Zc, j < k. If Y is a matrix such that Ek _ j v YE 9, 
then for every u E m( R;,) 
Djpf.Yu = (- l)ljl pk-i Yaiu. h (2.10) 
LEMMA 2. Let.4EL,(RS),,kEZ”,, (kl=n<m. Thenforeveryfunction 
f E wyyRs)‘Oc 
skr2 f = rfck)Dkf, ,jfr,” f = (- 1)’ rtipkJDkf, (2.11) 
where A(k) = &A, A( -k) = Q“,A, and 
(e*f)(.~)=S,~f(x-rjEk~)dl (I= co, 11) (2.12) 
for every f E L l(RS)‘Oc, z C R’. 
The following theorem is a consequence of Theorems I,2 and 
Lemmas 1,2. 
TKEOREM 3. Let XE~~, AE$. If fe We then rff E W~(lw~); if 
u E W,“( Iw;,) then p$u E W,“‘( RI) and 
lrif Ip,” d C, If lp,nT IPs4p.ll G bdp,H> (2.13) 
If - fCr;f Ip.” d C5~L(lk W) (OdnGm). (2.14) 
If, moreover, condition (2.7) is satisfied with r 2 m then 
If- pfr;ffl,., d Chm,+ I--it(lhly W) (O<n<m). (2.15) 
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The application of box splines allows us to obtain an approximarion 
satisfying condition (2.7). The following lemma is true, 
LEMMA 3. If XE 5$, GE~$, then there exist real numbers ik (/k/ d ri 
such that IY *4(-x) = & Gr tX-G(x - k) for aimosr el’er.;’ x E R”, then condi- 
tion (2.7) is sarisfied. 
2.3. Stability qf‘ the =Ipproximatiorl 
In this section the stability of the approsimation is investigared. 
Theorem 4 gives conditions which are equivalent to stability condi- 
tion (1.3). The corollary estimates the norm of pjiu by the norms of lower 
degree. 
THEOREM 4. Let XE L$z, m 3 0, 1 < p < ~8. The following conditions are 
equitlalent: 
Jdet YI < 1 -for such each YC X such that / YI = s: (2.16! 
there exists A E 3 such that r/:’ pfu = u for each L{ E m( Rpt); (2.17; 
there exiSFS a constant K>O such that I~p~!/jl~,~~ 3 K (Iu/(~.,~~ 
for each h E H arld euerj’ u E Wr( R’,). (2.1s :: 
COROLLARY. Let XE z,,,,, m > 0, 1 < p < ~3’. Zf conditions (2.16)-(2.18 ! 
are safi?fied then there exists C> 0 such that-for each II E WT(R;,), 
IIpiY41p,m G ~7 k/N”‘-” IIP~41p,n lf 0 < n < t1s. (z‘n!?) 
2.4. Example of Application 
Let us consider the bilinear from, defined on the space X= Hi( [O, 11’) 
= @(I’), 
aif, g)= 1 (b@,.fi qig) + (bf, s> ti’s, ge:x, 
i, j = 1 
where b,, b are sufficiently smooth functions defined on R” and 
Let a be X-elliptic and let us consider the eigenvalue problem (2.20) 
find I E R and,fE x\ (0 j such that 
a(f, g) = A<L g> V’gEX. (2.20 j 
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Let us consider a space F and a continuous linear injection $: X --+ F. 
An external approximation of X is the system d(X, p, I’, F, $) = 
CGL P/,3 hhdf~ where ph: X, --f F and rh: X -+ X,, are uniformly 
bounded linear operators (cf. (1.1)) and 
Let the parameter h E H be fixed and let us consider the bilinear form 
introduced by Aubin [ 11, 
where 2 is an extension of a onto the space F, that is, 
~($L tk) = 4x g) QA gex. 
The approximate eigenvalue problem is stated as follows: 
find II, E K! and u E X,,\ (0) such that 
%(4 u) = &IIu- 01 vu E x,z (2.22) 
(where [u, r] = k’ C,cII u(lo h) v(/n h)). This problem (in a more general 
formulation) was considered by Reginska [S], who proved the con- 
vergence of the solutions of (2.22) to the solutions of (2.20). One of the 
assumptions made in [S] is that the approximation satisfies the additional 
condition 
for every h E H there exists a subspace Vi, t X which is 
complementary to the null space of F,, and 
~,z=suP{lI$f -Phl.,lfllF:fE V/T, Ilfllx= 11 -to as h + 0. (2.23) 
Reginska [6] proved that condition (2.23) is satisfied iff 
for every h E H there exists an operator q,,: X,, + X such 
that rh q,, u = u for each u E X, and 
&;1=SUP{llPhu-~4,~ullF: UEXh, II~~ll,z= 1) +o as h -+O. (2.24) 
Now, let us build an approximation of X. As in [I] and [6], let 
F= L,(I’) x L,(12, Ill) x Lz(12, D2), where &(a, Di) is the space 
{fE L2(n): DifE L2(Q)}, 
W=(f,f,flforfEX. 
normed by llfll~,, = llfll: + llDjflli, and let 
Let H= {(l/n, lln))?e2; we will write h instead of (h, h). Let X, I’, Z 
be matrices from Y0 such that B,EL,(IW~, Or). B,&L,([W’, Dz); let 
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N = supp B, u supp By v supp B,, and i;= {ih: IEZ2,1h+fvhcI’~. Let 
X,=(u~m([W~):u(/lz)=Oif1~Z,S>, and 
pu= (p-54, p’u. p=lljl/2. (2.25 ) 
where px. p’, pz are the prolongation operators defined by (2.9) and (2.1) 
(the subscript rr,j$q is suppressed). Further, let A be a function from :T, .a& 
1st 
(rg)(lh) = irAg) if Zh E Zi; (rg)(lh)=OifIh$z;, (3.26) 
where g is the function from Wj( R2) defined by 
g’(x) = g(x) if .‘i E Z’, g(s) = 0 ifs $ I’. 
It follows from the results presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 and from the 
results of Aubin [l] concerning the approximation on subsets of R’ that 
&(X9 p> r? F, tj) is an external approximation of X 
Let us investigate the approximations generated by different matrices 
X, Y, Z. Reginska proved in [6] that the choice proposed by Aubin [ 13, 
x= IIer, eJ, Y= Ce,, e,, e,], Z= [e,, e,, e,]? does not satisfy condition 
(2.24). However, the following result is true. 
LEMMA 4. Let us assume that XE PO and that 1’ belongs to .z rind 
satisfies corzditiorz (2.16). Let Z = Y. The12 there exists a.firnction A E ;fl such 
that the approximatiorz (2.25k(2.26) furfils (2.24). 
Let us now construct the approximate problem. Let the approximate 
bilinear form be defined by (2.21) with 
if f= (,&, Jr 1 f?), g = (go, g,, g2) E F. It is proved in Section 3.7 that 
(2.28 3 
where Y(i) = Y’,,e,, 8, = c?‘: 2,: = -c7?. Thus, if Y= [e,, e,, e], X= 
Fe,, e, J, then we obtain the difference scheme 
62 
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(i, j, k = 1, 2, I E 77’). This scheme is based on seven points; for any other 
choice of Y the scheme connects more points. 
3. PROOFS 
In this section all the results are proved. First, some definitions are intro- 
duced which will be used in the proof. Section 3.2 contains some auxiliary 
formulas, and in the next sections all the lemmas and theorems are proved. 
3.1. Definitions 
First, iff, g are measurable functions on R” then 
(if the integral is well defined). 
The operators of translation, T,, difference, Sy , and multiplication of 
the argument, M, (z E R’, y E W+ , k E Z;), are defined as follows. If 
f E LI(R’)‘Oc, XE R”, then 
(TZfj(w~j=f(w~+Zj, (M,,fj(xj=fb=Yj, 
(3.1) 
The following power functions are used: 
ck(x) = xk/k! for xER”,keZ’+. 
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If X is a linear topological space, 11 E m( R!;, ). ~1 E rn( R;!, X), then 
[u, P]=he c u(l~k)r(l:k), 
/EI’ 
provided that the series is convergent in the topology of X. 
Let A E L,(R”)h. We define the function 1~;: R; ---f e,(R5)b by 
tl~(l~hj=hPT~ ,.,,‘ IM,,rAforeachi~Z‘, 
that is, (tl$(lc h))(x) = /IC’.~(.Y~~I - I). 
Using these definitions, we can represent T;:! and pf in the form 
(r;f)(ic h) = (P;(/c h). f) or f-4 f‘= ,!: .J (L!;;, .f ); (3.3) 
p;u = [u, $1. ( 3.4 ) 
Similarly to definition (2.9), if XE ,YO then we write ~1: instead of I!:‘: if 
kY By X= E, pi Y then P,,) = C‘,; . 
Finally, let A, BEL.,(R”), and let us define the function W,, by tk 
formula 
3.2. Atlxiliar~~ Forrmrlns 
Let us start from the following properties of box spiines, which follow 
from formulas (2.7) and (2.10) in [2]: 
DjB,,.=(-l)“‘S’,B,+J if j,kEZ:, j<k. Ekp,u YE.Yo; 1’3.6) 
Bj+k,r-=QLBk.>- if j,k~Z’,, E,u T’EY~. 13.7:r 
The following property of the moduli of continuity, which is taken from 
[4]. will also be used in the proof: there exist positive constants M,. 34, 
t\depending on y, r) such that for every function .f~ LP( R’) 
Now, let us give some formulas which can be proved easily. If 
fELI(wp= and gEL,(R’), orfELp(RB) and ~EL,,(R-‘), Up+ l/p’= 1, 
then 
cm g> = <A Sk,gh am; 9) = cf. e”,s> (3.9) 
(the operator Q” is defined by (2.12)). 
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Iff~L,(R”)‘“” then 
TMJ = M,. T,,,.f, Q%,,f = M,,Qfa,f, T,Q;f=Q:T,f; (3.10) 
iffE U’~(R”)‘“‘, Ik\ <m, then 
D”M-v f = ykM,, D”f, DkTz f = T,D’;f, S; f = y”Q”,.D”f (3.11) 
Next, 
ck(-x + J’)= 1 ck-j(x) cj(?‘), c,(.Y~~~=x~c,(~); (3.12) 
O<j<k 
Djc,=ck_iifOd j<k, Djc, = 0 for other vectors jE Zt (3.13) 
If u E m( R”,) and o E m( rWT1, X), or u E LP( LQ; j and t’ E LP.( IRS,), then 
[u, i?“u] = [a” u, 01. (3.14) 
If A E Ls(RS)b, ke Z:, then 
Sku” = hkak UA 
h h ~ h, 
S”_,$ = hkdkt>f (3.15) 
(that is, for each XE R’, St(ufi(x)) = hk(@ u;)(x)). 
Now, let us give several formulas which will be proved in the next 
section. If A, BEL,(R’),, kEZ”,, uEm(R”,), f EL’(RS)‘oc, then 
S;p;u = hkp;dku, (3.16) 
akrf f = h-kr;ZSkf, d”r,“f=h-krfSk_hJ (3.17) 
Ifj, ke.Z”,, E,u YEAS, u~m(R;), then 
pj+k YL1 = Q’h(p; Yu). (3.18) 
If AEL,(R”),, kEZ’,, then 
r;ck= 1 C(,AhiCkpj, et;= (A, c,>; (3.19) 
OCj<k 
pfck = c fi;hickpj, q= c B,(-l) Cj(l). (3.20) 
O<,Sk /tZ’ 
3.3. Proofs of Auxiliary Formulas 
Below, the parameter h is fixed, and hence the subscript LG,,9- is 
suppressed. 
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Proof oj‘ Formula (3.16). Following definition (3. i ) and formulas ( 3.4)q 
(3.15) (3.14), we have 
S;pBu = [SicB, 24-j = hk[Sj’ PB. u] 
= h”[L>B, a”~] = hkpB&. 1 
Proofof (3.17). According to (3.3). (3.15) (3.9), we have 
d"r."J'= (~"c",f)=~~~"(s",,c",f) 
= p<t,-4, s;j'> =pr"S;f; 
the second formula can be proved similarly. 1 
Proof of (2.10) rind (3.18). We prove here that formula (2.10) from 
Lemma 1 is true, since it will be used in the next proofs. It follows from 
(3.2) (3.11), (3.6) (3.10), and (3.15) that 
Therefore, due to (3.4) and (3.14) 
and formula (2.10) is proved. Formula (3.18) can be obtained similarly by 
use of (3.2), (3.7), (3.10), and (3.4). i 
Proof of Formula (3.19). Introducing a new variable of integration 
J’ = y/h - 1, into definition (2.2), and using (3.12) we obtain 
which was to be proved. 1 
Proof of Formula (3.20). The proof is carried out by induction with 
respect to m. If n-z=0 then (3.20) holds; let us thus assume that it also is 
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true for some m = n - 1 > 0. Let XE yR and Ikl < n; let us represent X in the 
form X= E,,, u Y. Let 1~ i 6 s and z = ei. According to (2.10), we have 
~z~pnr. Yck = -ptie-=. Yay ck. (3.21) 
Let us denote ki by d; using (3.12) and the formula 
ck(ei)= l/r! ifk=re,,rEZ+, ck(ei) = 0 for other k, 
we deduce that 
(yc,= -y t-h)” 
r=O (r+ l)! Ck-=-r=. 
The matrix E,- = u Y belongs to q,,, hence, applying the inductive 
assumption to the right-hand side of (3.21), we obtain 
Changing the variables of summation (q = j + TZ), we come to the formula 
(3.22) 
Formula (3.22) is true for each vector z = e;, hence ~“‘3 ‘ck is a polynomial 
of the form 
P 
ne, Y ck = c ~?;;~(h) ckeq. (3.23) 
Computing D’p ne*Y~k from (3.23) and (3.13), and comparing the result with 
(3.22), we obtain the formula E$ ‘(h) = k”‘y~; ‘, from which we deduce that 
~~~~(1~) does not depend on k. Thus, 
#ck= 1 fi;h’Ckej if XE~$,+,, Ikl <m+ 1, (3.24) 
Ocj<k 
and p,” can be calculated by taking k = q and evaluating both sides of 
(3.24) at 0 with formulas (2.1) and (3.12). 1 
3.4. Approxinzation of Lp( 178’) 
In this section the results from Section 2.1 are proved. All the proofs are 
carried out in the case p < m; the extension for the case p = X, is simple. 
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As in the previous section, the parameter 12 and the functions A, B are 
fixed, and hence we write p, P instead of pf , r!;“. 
Proqf of Tl?eorem 1. Following the definitions of $and of the norm, we 
have 
Applying Hiiider’s inequality to the product of lA( s,‘lf - I jI ‘,li /S(x)1 and 
,A(,YjIZ - i), 1 p’, we obtain estimate (2.3) with 
The estimate for Ilpulj, can be obtained similarly, and 
cz= IM:” lI~Bll% .1 P’ I 
Pro?f ?f Fat-tnulrr (2.4). If A E& then 
(the sum commutes with the integral, since supp A is bounded), and thus 
A E 9f, which was to be shown. m 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof consists of three parts. First, we prove 
formula (2.6). Next, we prove Lemma 5, which gives the estimate of 
IIf- p$llp in the case where f’s U’;’ ’ (R’) and (2.7) is fuifil!ed. The third 
part is the proof of inequality (2.8). 
Proof of Inequality (2.6). Following definitions (2.1), (2.2), and (3.5 ) we 
have 
where Q = supp B- supp .4. It can be shown that supp WA,,(x, . ) c 52 for 
almost every .Y E W, and 
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Moreover, since BE .qd and A E z, for each s E R”, 
I W,,(x, z) dz = 1. a 
Therefore, 
W/&/h, z) s, / ,, f(x) dz 
1 
p d-x, (3.27) 
and hence 
IS;,,f(x)l dz ’ dx. 1 
Applying H6lder’s inequality and changing the order of integration, we 
obtain the estimate 
Hence, formula (2.6) is satisfied by 
C, = M, vol(R j( 1 + diam(Q u (0))). 1 
LEMMA 5. lf the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied and 
fE W1;+l(Rs) then 
llS-~~fll,~~4 Mjc’-’ lflp,r+l. (3.28) 
Proof First, if condition (2.7) is satisfied then, following formulas 
(3.25) and (3.12), for every k E Z; such that [kl <r we have 





h’ jQ ul,&/h, z) cj(z) dz ck Jx). 
s p W,,(x/h, z) c,(z) dz = S,, if jEZS+, lj\ cr. (3.29) 
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Now, let f E WL+ ‘(W). Substituting Taylor’s formula 
into (3.27) and using formula (3.29), we obtain 
By applying estimate (3.26) and Holder’s inequality, and changing the 
order of integration, we can deduce that (3.28) holds. 
Proof of Formula (2.8). Let us take an arbitrary function go N;+ ‘(I”-‘). 
Then 
llf- P~fllp G Ilf- gllp+ llg- PSllp f lIP4efllP. 
Applying Theorem 1 and Lemma 5, we obtain 
We can derive formula (2.8 j from this estimate using inequality (3.8 ). 
3.5. Approximation of WT( W’) 
Lemma 1 was proved in Section 3.3. Let us prove the remaining results 
of Section 2.2. As in Section 3.3, the subscripts &c,,= are suppressed. 
Proqf of Lernma 2. According to (3.11), Si f = hkQr,zDrf Thus, it 
follows from (3.17) and (3.9) that d"r"f = (Q~v”. Dkf). But, following 
(3.2) and (3.10), 
Hence, the first formula from (.2.11) is proved; the second one can be 
obtained analogously. 1 
Proqf I$ Theorem 3. If XE q,, then X= E,,,, u I’ and E,,,, _ , v YE J$) if 
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Jo Z’+, ljl d m. Moreover, if A E 3 then A(j) E e. Hence, it follows from 
Lemmas 1 and 2 that 
DJfyAf = p me-j. F’,.A(i)Di 
.fi (3.30) 
and inequalities (2.13), (2.14) can be deduced from Theorems 1 and 2 (the 
constant in the second inequality in (2.13) equals 1, since B,y is nonnegative 
and belongs to $). If condition (2.7) is satisfied, then putting f = ck 
(Ikl < Y) into (3.30) and applying formula (3.13), we obtain the equality 
P me-j. y,.A(Ac = c 4 4 if lql <m-r, 
which is the analogue of (2.7) for Bme+j,Y and A(j). Thus, estimate (2.15) 
also is satisfied. 1 
Proof alf Lemma 3. It follows from definitions (2.1), (2.2) that if A is 
defined as in the lemma, then for every ftz L,( IFP)‘~~, 
Hence, taking f = cj where I jl < r, and applying (3.19), (3.20) and (3.12), 
we obtain the equality 
which in an elementary way can be transformed to 
pxr”cj= 1 C lk 1 1 NY-;-, P&nc,(k) h'cj-i. 
OiiCi lkl<r o<q<i O<n<q 
Hence, the system of equations, pxr4cj = cj if I jl < r, is equivalent to the 
system of linear equations 
which is uniquely solvable due to the fact that the matrix (c,(k)),,, or, ,x-, or 
is nonsingular and CC: = /!I,” = 1. Hence, the lemma is proved. 1 
3.6. Stability of the Approximation 
Proofof Theorem 4. First, we prove that (2.16) implies (2.17). It follows 
from the definitions of px and r4 that condition (2.17) is equivalent to 
VIE Z’ (A, T/B,) = do,. (3.31) 
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Let N be an arbitrary open set such that llin supp B,f Qr and let K= 
{k Z’: Nn (supp B,- I) # @ j. If (2.16) holds then, according to the 
theorem of Dahmen and Miccheili [3], the set {( T,3,)l,V: ie JY) is linearly 
independent. We want to find a function .4 which satisfies (3.31) and the 
conditions 
Substituting these formulas into (3.31) we obtain the system of linear 
equations for :I,, 
which is uniquely solvable due to the linear independence of the functions 
G,,. Summing up Eqs. (3.31) with respect to I, we can show that A E 3: 
therefore condition (2.17 j is satisfied. 
Now, let us prove that (2.17) implies (2.18). Following Theorem 3. if 
(2.17) holds then for every UE W,“(RT1), 
Thus, (2.18) is satisfied. 
Finally, we must prove that if condition (2.16) is not satisfied then (2.18 ,) 
does not hold. Let Y be such a submatrix of X that v = idet Yj > 1. It 
follows from definition (1.4) that By= \I-‘%,,~, where iir, = int(supp B,.). 
Further, since BY belongs to & the set K, = (/ET?‘: N,n!N,--l)#@j 
contains v elements and every vector i E Z’ can be uniquely represented in 
the form i=lf Yj, where IEK,, jEZ’. 
Let E > 1 be a fixed number, let 12: 4 be two different elements of KY. and 
let us dehne the mesh function 
v((i+ Yj)5h)=(6,,-614)XC0.L3j(/+ Yj)ciz). 
where [O, Le] = {SE R”: 0 <<x < Le). It can be shown that there exist 
numbers 5, <’ independent of L, lz and such that 
Let us now consider p*‘t’. First, let us observe that F’C is nonzero in a 
neighbourhood of the boundary of [0, Le]: strictly speaking. there exists 21’ 
such that p ‘v(x) = 0 if x E [>!‘A, Le - tl’h] or x .$ l -q’iz, Le + g’h]. ence. 
according to (3.18), there exists q independent of e, h and such that 
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pXu(?c) = 0 if x E [q/z, Le - $z] or x # [ -$z, Le + y/z]. Therefore, there 
exists a number K such that 
Ipxulp,r < zcL(S-l’:‘p le/hl” Ihl ‘lp, 0 < r < 171. 
Since L can be taken arbitrarily, (2.18) is not satisfied. Thus, the proof is 
finished. 1 
Proof of tlze Corollary. It follows from Theorem 3 and condition (2.18) 
that 
IlPX4p.m G Ibllp,,m IIP~~~,~ 3 K IIdp,n. 
Formula (2.19) follows from these estimates and the inequality 
IuI~.~ <2”-’ 14Nn-r I&, if rdn<m. 
which is true for every u E Wy(rWil) (and follows from the formula IIPull, < 
2 llull,/hi). This completes the proof. 1 
3.1. Proofs of the Results from Section 2.4 
First, let us prove the following formula: if A E Lx(RSjb, f E L,(W), 
u E L,,,( R”,), then 
<PA& f > = Cl47 rAf 1. (3.32) 
It follows from Theorem 1 that if the above assumptions are satisfied, then 
both sides of formula (3.32) are well defined and 
where 
g,(x) = 1 f(x) A(x/h - l) u(lh). 
/EH’.lIl<n 
Since the support of A is bounded, g,J+x) -.f(x)p”u(.x) almost everywhere. 
Moreover, g,, are uniformly bounded by an integrable function: Ig,(x)( < 
If(.x)I p”(Izl\)(x). Hence, the limit of integrals equals the integral of limits 
and thus, formula (3.32) is proved. 1 
Proof of Lemma 4. According to Theorem 4, there exists a function 
A E S$ such that r”p ‘U = u for each u E nz( LQ:). Thus, it follows from defini- 
tion (2.26) that 
rp’zi=r”pYu=zd for each u E X,. (3.33 j 
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Therefore, if q = p ‘-, then the first condition from (2.24) is satisfied. NextT 
it follows from the definition of F that 
According to (3.33): every function UEX~ can be represented as 
u=r”.L wheref=pYz4E W’i(R’), and Il.fllI.zdK J/u//!,~ due 15 Theorem 1. 
Applying Theorem 2, we obtain the estimate 
Thus, l/pu-$q4l.,<K II4I,z IN, and condition (2.24) is satisfied. 
Proqfof Formula (2.28). Following (2.21). (2.27), and (2.25), 
a,,(~, L’)= 2 (b,D,p”u, D,p’iQ + (bp%, ~‘-1:) 
i. j = 1 
Applying formula (2.10) we obtain Djpyu = py”ii?; u, and thus, formuia 
(2.28) can be obtained by the use of (3.32) and (3.14). 
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